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Various methods have been employed for classification and conservation of lakes and to 

indicate their trophic status. The most commonly and widely used method is based on 

productivity while the frequently used biomass related trophic state index (TSI) is that of 

Garlson (1977). This index requires minimum date and uses algal biomass as the basis for 

Trophic state classification, including  three variables, Chlorophyll pigments (CA), 

Secchi’s Depth (SD) and total phosphorus (TP). Because TP often correlates with 

transperency, a doubling of the TP often corresponds to a halving of SD. Chlorophyll 

pigments double every 7 units. The range of the index is from approximately Zero to 100 

and has the advantage over the use of raw variables. The three variables are integrated by 

linear regression modes. Chlorophyll is given highest priority because it is the most 

accurate of the three at predicting algal biomass.  

 

TSI = (TSI (TP) + TSI (CA) + TSI (SD) / 3  

 

A range between 40 – 50 is usually associated with mesotrophy (moderate 

productivity); values greater than 50 are associated with eutrophy (high productivity), 

values less than 40 are associated with oligotrophy (low productivity).The TSI was 

applied to 15 lakes in Mysore city. The relative ranking of the average TSI indicated that 

5 lakes were mesotrophic 4 were eutrophic 3 were hyper trophic and 3 were hyper 

eutrophic. Phosphours is commonly the growth limiting nutrient for algae, chlorophyll 

can be an estimate of algae on surfaces; Secchi disc depth is a measure of the 

transparency of water, which is a function of the density of varying algal populations and 

other suspended sediments. The Trophic State Index gains importance when it can be 

correlated with specific events within the water body. Of  the 15 lakes, 5 are grouped as 

mesotrophic and attributes to water being moderately clean, increasing probability of 

hypolimnetic anoxia during summer; the 4 eutrophic lakes attribute to anoxic hypolimnia, 

with macrophytic problems possible. The remaining lakes have TSI values above 80 



indicating hypereutrophic nature which can be attributed to light limited productivity, 

algal scums and macrophytes high with little or no oxygen. Trophic State Index of 

Carlson (1977) serves as an important index in classification and conservation of lake 

ecosystems.  

 


